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A fundamental issue in tokamak operation related to power exhaust during plasma instabilities is

the understanding of heat and particle transport from the core plasma into the scrape-off layer and

to plasma-facing materials. During abnormal and disruptive operation in tokamaks, radiation trans-

port processes play a critical role in divertor/edge-generated plasma dynamics and are very impor-

tant in determining overall lifetimes of the divertor and nearby components. This is equivalent to

or greater than the effect of the direct impact of escaped core plasma on the divertor plate. We have

developed and implemented comprehensive enhanced physical and numerical models in the

upgraded HEIGHTS package for simulating detailed photon and particle transport in the evolved

edge plasma during various instabilities. The paper describes details of a newly developed 3D

Monte Carlo radiation transport model, including optimization methods of generated plasma opac-

ities in the full range of expected photon spectra. Response of the ITER divertor’s nearby surfaces

due to radiation from the divertor-developed plasma was simulated by using actual full 3D reactor

design and magnetic configurations. We analyzed in detail the radiation emission spectra and com-

pared the emission of both carbon and tungsten as divertor plate materials. The integrated 3D simu-

lation predicted unexpectedly high damage risk to the open stainless steel legs of the dome

structure in the current ITER design from the intense radiation during a disruption on the tungsten

divertor plate. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905632]

I. INTRODUCTION

Current interest in the nature of tokamak edge plasma

transport and evolution is focused on several areas, including

anisotropic transport properties, recycling effects, plasma

temperature, surface heat loads, and component lifetimes.

Edge plasma performance plays a major role in plasma con-

finement and controls high-confinement-mode (H-mode)

operation. The edge plasma is commonly defined as the

region outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and is

characterized as an area with critical gradients in plasma pa-

rameters across the flux surfaces with significant variations

along them. Most contaminated edge plasma is located in the

divertor space (and is therefore called divertor plasma) and

is a potential source of heavy-ion impurity in the entire

scrape-off layer (SOL). Modern divertor and limiter designs

in large tokamaks allow sufficient plasma purity for a sus-

tained thermonuclear reaction. Because of the higher heat

load and the potential for erosion in the surfaces in ITER and

future DEMO operation, we expect that the divertor and

edge plasma parameters will deviate even more from initial

core plasma conditions than they do in current devices.

Tokamak experiments show the multi-process complexity of

the divertor/edge plasma interaction with plasma-facing

components (PFCs) during instabilities and as a result, the

need to understand the integrated self-consistent behavior of

plasma in the entire SOL. Edge plasma drift and interaction

with PFCs cause redistribution of D-T plasma and impurities

from component material, changes in toroidal plasma

motion, and redistribution of energy loads. Edge plasma

plays an essential role in the success of fusion devices by

establishing the required boundary condition for the core

plasma. Plasma instabilities occur in various forms such as

hard disruptions, which include both thermal and current

quench, edge-localized modes (ELMs), runaway electrons,

and vertical displacement events (VDEs). The associated

heating and erosion of wall materials generate impurities

that can migrate into the core plasma (reducing fusion gain)

and affect subsequent operation. In addition, if the radiation

and particle fluxes to PFC surfaces are substantially greater

than expected and at unanticipated locations, the operational

lifetime of the tokamak components will be severely

shortened.

In most cases, theoretical studies consider these plasmas

self-consistently,1 and current existing physical models are

categorized in two general groups: (a) modeling of core

plasma phenomena where plasma surface interaction proc-

esses are simplified or neglected2,3 and (b) modeling of the

near-surface plasma processes (including erosion) where the

core plasma parameters are assumed to be constant or prede-

termined.4,5 Both approaches can be used for modeling either

stable or transient tokamak operations. The first approach

assumes that the core consists only of fuel D/T plasma and

adequately describes core plasma dynamics and major insta-

bility parameters. However, it cannot predict directly or indi-

rectly the influence of the component boundaries on the

dynamics of the evolving divertor plasma. The second

approach, opposite to the first, assumes that the developed
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divertor plasma material is composed of PFCs (mainly diver-

tor materials) and adequately predicts component surface

erosion, heat loads, shielding effects, and the correct radia-

tion transport (RT) description in the divertor plasma. The

core plasma is typically described in such models as theoreti-

cally predicted or experimentally measured fuel D/T plasma

flux in localized tokamak areas.6 In general, this second

approach is acceptable for divertor/edge plasma modeling.

However, SOL physics includes phenomena that have bifur-

cation or self-consistent character; examples are Improved

Divertor Confinement (IDC),7 L-H transition effects,8 and

escaping core particle balance between low- and high-field

side divertor plates.9 In this case, the divertor and core plas-

mas should be considered self-consistently. A simple estima-

tion from the energy deposited onto divertor surface during

core plasma instabilities predicts a massive flow of divertor

material with density up to �1017 cm�3 near surface that is

much higher than the SOL hydrogen plasma values

�1013 cm�3. These conditions allow treating the divertor

plasma evolution as the main process and the core/SOL

plasma processes as perturbations to the main process by

modeling of the nearby surface phenomena. This dense di-

vertor plasma hydrodynamic evolution enables the use of the

extensive models developed for laboratory plasma devices.

The magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), atomic physics, radia-

tion transport, and heat conduction processes can be simu-

lated in the dense evolving divertor plasma similarly to

laser- or discharge-produced plasma devices.10

Based on our previous results,6,11 we should emphasize

that the PFC heat load processes, erosion dynamics, and

damage spatial profile are closely intercorrelated with the

escaped core plasma parameters, divertor MHD evolution,

and radiation transport processes during ELMs and disrup-

tions. To simulate realistic tokamak divertor/edge/core

plasma interdependences, we have developed, implemented,

and benchmarked new kinetic Monte Carlo models for the

escape of core plasma particles during these events.9 The

main goal of that study was to integrate Monte Carlo models

of core plasma impact with a MHD description of the evolv-

ing contaminant plasma into one hybrid model and simula-

tion package in the upgraded HEIGHTS package. Surface

vaporization due to intense power deposition is the main

mechanism of divertor plasma initiation. Macroscopic ero-

sion and splashing of melt layers during plasma transients

are treated separately.12 This mixed approach provides the

advantage (compared to most existing models) of consider-

ing properties of the core and divertor plasma in parallel. In

this approach, the divertor plasma is not simple hydrogen

ions but is a partially ionized contaminated plasma of the

surface material as seen in various laboratory plasma appli-

cations,10,13 specifically carbon or tungsten contaminants in

the present study. The core plasma is described as clean D/T

flow in a kinetic model.9

Radiation transport is usually considered the most im-

portant aspect when simulating laboratory plasma devices

used as radiation sources. The spectral and output power

characteristics of the laser- or discharge-produced plasma

devices should be described very accurately, for example, in

the optimization of future extreme ultraviolet (EUV)

advanced lithography sources.14 The significant progress and

success achieved in the modeling and simulation of these

plasma devices are now being used for tokamak divertor

plasma modeling. In this paper, we present the new Monte

Carlo radiation transport model developed and incorporated

into our HEIGHTS computer package and show new and

detailed results of PFC and nearby surface heat loads that

have never been predicted before.

Detailed analysis of the radiative excitation processes is

possible by combined solution of the equations of atomic-

level kinetics and radiation transport in the whole plasma do-

main, such that the solution is self-consistent for photon

transport. In such a case, the problem becomes nonlocal, and

its implementation requires significant computational resour-

ces. Currently, it is a huge time-consuming to solve such

equation set during every hydrodynamic time step of the

plasma evolution.

The processes of radiative excitation and photoioniza-

tion are neglected in the original collisional-radiative-

equilibrium (CRE) model. Therefore, the CRE model

satisfactorily describes the optically thin plasma. One of the

methods to include self-consistency in description of the

populations of atomic levels is expansion of the CRE model

by including additional effects. The nature and order of the

enhancement tend to be conditional and depend upon the ini-

tial state of the problem considered. The general approach is

introducing such additional nonlocal effects such as decreas-

ing the probability of spontaneous transitions (usually in the

form of an escape probability approximation), including the

probability of photoionization and accounting for Auger

processes.

In our calculations, we consider self-consistent effects

using the escape probability approximation for line transi-

tions and direct photoionization for the continuum spectrum.

The photoionization from deep inner states may also gener-

ate cascades of Auger processes. Special attention is paid to

the calculation of atomic levels populations in non-steady

state approximation. The main idea of the applied escape

probability approximation is that nonlocal effects can be

reduced to a local treatment, e.g., absorption of some of the

photons is equivalent to decreasing their spontaneous emis-

sion. Therefore, for example, accounting for absorption leads

to substitution of the probability of spontaneous transition

Wij by the value HWij, where H is the escape factor.15

Determination of detailed opacities was the subject of our

previous analysis, and publication and the results are only

referenced in this paper. Optical coefficients of candidate

materials were precalculated and tabulated during our exten-

sive investigations of discharge- and laser-produced plasma

devices, such as plasma focus, z-pinches, hollow cathode

devices, etc., which are appropriate to use based on the

enhanced CRE model. Those studies showed good agree-

ment of our calculations with several experiments, for exam-

ple, in EUV photon generation sources.14 Divertor-generated

plasma (i.e., impurity plasma of divertor material such as

tungsten or carbon) during giant ELM and disruption is suffi-

ciently dense over a longer time scale, as predicted from the

self-consistent integrated solution and energy conservations.
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The plasma conditions are very similar to those in previous

studies of discharge- and laser-produced plasma.

We confirm that the predicted ELM and disruption pa-

rameters for ITER will increase contamination inflow into

the divertor space area.16 In the case of a high-Z divertor

plate, contamination initiates an intense radiation source in

divertor space area during transient core plasma impact. We

show strong dependence of the radiation fluxes and compo-

nent heat loads on the choice of divertor plasma material and

the potential damage of nearby surfaces as a consequence of

disruptions or giant ELMs on the main divertor material.

II. MONTE CARLO PHOTON TRANSPORT MODEL

Earlier we reported that direct Gauss integration of the

radiation transport equation17

1

c

@I�
@t
þXrI� ¼ k0� I�p � I�ð Þ (1)

will result in a significant computation load in order to achieve

reasonable accuracy.18 Here, I� is the spectral intensity, I�p is

the spectral equilibrium intensity, c is the speed of light, t is

the time, and Kirchhoff law determines coefficient k0� as

expressions for emission kem and absorption kabs coefficients

kem ¼ k0�I�p; k0�p ¼ kabs½1� exp ð��hx=TÞ�; (2)

where �h is the reduced Planck’s constant, x is frequency,

and T is plasma temperature. Similarly, direct Monte Carlo

simulation methods of the entire ensemble of radiation par-

ticles require large memory to track various particles param-

eters.19 We developed weighted Monte Carlo methods for

detailed calculations of photon emission, propagation

through the SOL, and deposition into the wall/evolving

vapor plasma and into nearby components. The algorithm is

based on data analysis and statistics regarding the generation

and subsequent evolution of particles using precalculated op-

tical coefficients and has the advantage of being relatively

straightforward in applying complex geometries such as

illustrated in Fig. 1. The divertor plasma cloud has complex

space structures, dynamics, and highly non-linear

dependence of the optical coefficient values on the local

plasma parameters. We used numerical schemes with

weighted hierarchies of statistically accumulated events.

Two major weight factors were implemented: normalization

of emitted photon "bundles" relative to the most radiated cell

in the computational domain and normalization of the photon

bundle magnitudes relative to optical thickness of the cell.

The first weight coefficient enables us to detail the emission

processes by neglecting cold cell emission. The second coef-

ficient allows “idle” processes to be ignored, such as those

with emitting and absorption in one cell (absorbed lines).

These coefficients helped significantly in decreasing the

computational time.

From the results of the preliminary calculations in

strongly nonuniform mesh, a third weight coefficient was

found to be useful. If the volume of the emitting cell is very

small, the amount needed to simulate photon bundles should

not be zero in order to prevent exclusion of extremely small

cells (in the most important regions) from the radiation trans-

port. The volume weight coefficient increases computation

accuracy considerably in this case. Implementation of these

three weight coefficients made our 3D Monte Carlo methods

very efficient, enhanced the accuracy of the methods, and

accommodated the complex 3D realistic geometry.

As previously described,17 to obtain the number N of

photons emitted in space (per unit volume per unit time), the

emission coefficient kem should be integrated with Planck’s

function BðxÞ in the full spectrum

N ¼ 4p
ð1

0

kemB xð Þ
�hx

dx; where B xð Þ ¼ �hx3

4p3c2
e

�hx
T � 1

� ��1
:

(3)

For convenience in the optical parameters calculations, we

use the Gaussian unit system with the energy and tempera-

ture units given in electron volts [eV]. Integration of the

number of photons gives the following expression that we

used in our numerical simulations:

N ¼
ðEmax

Emin

kem E; T; qð ÞE2

�h3p2c2
e

E
T � 1

� ��1
dE; (4)

where E is energy of emitted photon; Emin;Emax is the spec-

tral energy range; kemðE; T; qÞ is the emission coefficient;

and q is the plasma density. From the adaptive mesh refine-

ment (AMR) cell volume Vi, temperature Ti, and density qi,

we calculate the total amount of photons Ni generated per

unit time:

Ni ¼ Vi

ðEmax

Emin

kem E; Ti; qið ÞE2

�h3p2c2
e

E
Ti � 1

� ��1

dE; (5)

where i is the cell index in unstructured mesh. By analogy

with the emission process, attenuation of light intensity as a

result of absorption in mixed media can be expressed as

I ¼ I0 exp f�
Ð l

0
kabsðx; lÞ dlg or in photon-number terms20

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of Monte Carlo RT model for ITER geometry:

1–8 are dedicated points.
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NðxÞ ¼ N0ðxÞ exp �
ðl

0

kabsðx; lÞ dl

8><
>:

9>=
>; : (6)

Here, N0ðxÞ is the initial number of photons with frequency

x, and l is the path length. Considering the photon path

within one cell (where we assumed that the absorption coef-

ficient does not change inside the cell space) attenuation can

be expressed as

NðxÞ ¼ N0ðxÞ exp f�kabsðxÞlg: (7)

The absorption Pabs and transition Ptrans probabilities of the

photon along the path with length l in the fig cell following

Eq. (6) are given by

Pabs
i

xð Þ ¼ 1� N xð Þ
N0 xð Þ ¼ 1� exp �kabs if g xð Þ l

� �
;

Ptrans
i

xð Þ ¼ exp �kabs if g xð Þ l
� �

:

(8)

After the sampling of photon energy, photon transport in

computational domain cells is simulated by checking each

cell for absorption probability. The sum of all sampled emis-

sion and absorption results, i.e., N ¼
P

i Nsim
i , gives informa-

tion about energy redistribution in the computational domain

due to photon transport. The total number of photons in the

most radiated cell is used for the initial normalization of the

photon bundles. A reasonable degree of accuracy requires

that the minimum simulation number of emission be not less

than Nsim. Based on this assumption, the first weight coeffi-

cient of photon bundle can be written as

W1 ¼
Nmax

Nsim
; (9)

where Nmax is the integral (Eq. (5)) in the most radiated cell

and Nsim is the real number of photons that will be sampled

in this largest cell. To obtain reasonable accuracy for the

radiation transport calculations, we require generating

Nsim� 103 photons in most radiated cells. With the Monte

Carlo radiation transport method, one can simulate situations

in which a spectral band can be completely absorbed within

one cell volume. Our Monte Carlo algorithm in this case

defines an "idle case," i.e., particle energy is subtracted from

cell energy by emission simulation and is added by absorp-

tion in the same cell. The second weight coefficient intro-

duced to solve this problem is given by

Wn
2fig ¼ kabsðEn; Ti; qiÞDri; (10)

where Wn
2fig is the weight coefficient of the nth spectral range

in the fig cell; kabsðEn; Ti; qiÞ is the absorption coefficient of

the nth spectral range in the cell fig; and Dri is the character-

istic size of the cell. If the expression (Eq. (10)) is less than

1, the second coefficient is set equal to 1. We assume that

the photon energies are distributed equally within one spec-

tral range. Hence, linear interpolation was used to sample

the emitted particle energy Eph. Taking into account both

weight factors gives the energy of the photon bundle Esim
ph

¼ EphW1Wn
2fig as a function of the spectral range number n.

The range number is determined with the real physical

energy of photon Eph. During the RT simulation, the value

Esim
ph is subtracted from the cell energy by the emission proc-

esses and added by the absorption processes. The balance

between the cell emitted and absorbed energy is the source

term Qrad in Eq. (1) of Ref. 9. This term determines energy

redistribution in plasma due to radiation and in ideal case

should be recalculated for each MHD time-step. In practice,

the MHD and RT time-steps can be unequal and are deter-

mined according to the required calculation accuracy and nu-

merical stability of the solution. Applying additional

counters at the cell borders allows calculation of the radia-

tion fluxes in matter. The model easily determines the radia-

tion fluxes on surfaces having complex geometry. This is

very important for calculating the effect of vapor radiation

on nearby "hidden" components. The following algorithm is

applied to calculate radiation load from the divertor plasma

cloud into the tokamak surfaces. Dynamically (every hydro-

dynamic time step) we (1) determine number of photons that

should be born in a cell; (2) randomly sample individual pho-

tons based on a local plasma opacities, i.e., determine

ascribed physical sizes in eV and initial directions; (3) calcu-

late absorption probability on the photon ways based on the

local cell plasma properties; and (4) accumulate data about

the emission and absorption acts. The time step recount of

the surface absorbed photons gives the time dependent

energy load of all tokamak components during the instabil-

ities and disruptions.

In calculating radiation transport in plasma, the integral

radiation fluxes depend to a great extent on the level of detail

and the precision of the optical coefficients. In turn, the com-

putational accuracy and completeness of the calculated opac-

ities depend on the accuracy and completeness of the atomic

data. Because the details of opacity and atomic data calcula-

tions are beyond the objectives of this paper, we refer to our

previous publications.21,22 Briefly, we note that the structure

of atomic energy levels, wavefunctions, transition probabil-

ities, ionization potentials, oscillator strengths, broadening

constants, photoionization cross sections, and other atomic

characteristics are calculated by using the self-consistent

Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) method.23 The CRE model24 was

used to calculate the populations of atomic levels and the ion

and electron plasma concentrations. Because the original

CRE model satisfactorily describes the optically thin plasma,

the escape probability approximation for line transitions and

direct photoionization for the continuum spectrum was

applied to reduce the nonlocal radiation effects.15 From our

developed and implemented HFS-CRE models, the thermo-

dynamic and opacity properties of both C and W plasmas

were calculated in a wide range of densities and tempera-

tures, i.e., from 1010 to 1021 cm�3 and from 0.02 to 250 eV,

respectively. The emission and absorption coefficients were

also determined by using the CRE model in a wide range of

photon energies from 5� 10�2 to 1� 105 eV and with

super-fine mesh (105 points per full spectrum) for detail iso-

lation of thin spectral lines. However, taking into account

additional plasma density and temperature scales results in

an enormous data array of density/temperature/photon

energy ð15� 30� 105Þ that cannot be used in a reasonable
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time for integrated 3D simulations of the entire device. On

the other hand, as shown in our previous laboratory plasma

studies,10,25 correct radiation transport modeling requires a

detailed consideration of energy transfer in strong lines along

with the continuum spectra. To allow simulation of RT hav-

ing strong lines, we optimized the initial opacity tables and

separated the full plasma spectrum into spectral groups

where optical coefficients are relatively invariable. Using

such technique, the opacity tables were reduced by an order

of magnitude for complex elements as tungsten and by two

orders of magnitude for the lighter elements such as carbon

and lithium. Figure 2 shows sample optimization of tungsten

opacities for a preset ratio of opacity variation R ¼ 0:5,

where R is the variation ratio determined as the opacity

change ratio inside the selected spectral group. Because the

plasma spectrum depends critically on the temperature, the

collected spectral groups are different for each temperature

value. The specially developed computer code (i.e.,

Spectrum Zipper) combines group locations in one final set,

which are valid for all temperature values and that recalcu-

lates the opacities for each group.

This recalculation is based on conservation of the total

photon number given by Eq. 4. In that way, the variation ra-

tio R becomes an initial variable that determines the final

group’s amount and the final accuracy of the RT calculations

as a result. Preliminary calculations showed reasonable RT

calculations accuracy with �2� 104 groups for tungsten

(19913 groups in Fig. 2), �3� 103 groups for carbon, and

�2� 103 groups for lithium that depends evidently on the

complex atomic structure of the element.26 To validate the

developed RT model and to benchmark HEIGHTS package,

we simulated several laboratory plasma problems and com-

pared our results with known analytical and experimental

results. The agreement is very good, and more-detailed infor-

mation about numerous validation of our new RT model can

be found in Refs. 25–28.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We implemented the above described radiation transport

model in our HEIGHTS package and integrated it with the

earlier developed model of the escaping core plasma,9 the

adaptive mesh refinement magnetohydrodynamic model for

the edge plasma,9 the magnetic diffusion, and multiscale

mesh coupling of subsurface processes with the SOL plasma

models6 for the detail simulation of the reradiation phenom-

ena in edge divertor plasma. We simulated the evolution of

the initiated divertor plasma and particularly its radiation

characteristics during and directly after an ELM and a dis-

ruption in the ITER device with its current full 3D divertor

design.29 Using the predicted ITER core plasma parameters,6

we calculated the radiation fluxes and heat loads on compo-

nent surfaces for C and W as potential candidate divertor

materials. A schematic illustration of the computational do-

main in the poloidal cross section is shown in Fig. 3. Initial

magnetic field structure and location of various component

materials are also shown. As in our previous study,9 we

FIG. 2. Optimization of tungsten opacities of divertor plasma for RT calculations (a) full spectrum and (b) fine structure.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of computational domain with AMR and vari-

ous component materials in poloidal cross section: Be (first wall), C (diver-

tor plate), W (divertor), and SS (stainless steel elements). The tokamak

major radius is taken as r-axis; the torus symmetry axis of is taken as z-axis.
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started from the equilibrium magnetic field configuration

extracted from the EQDSK database files and assumed the

initial divertor plasma pressure of 10 Pa. Figure 3 shows car-

bon as the divertor plate material, but in the calculations

below, we also compared tungsten and lithium under similar

plasma impact conditions. Implementation of the AMR mesh

allowed simulations in the entire SOL area, and the pre-

sented results are calculated self-consistently, involving all

physical processes throughout the SOL. For example, see

our discussion in Ref. 9 about particle balance between the

low- and high-field divertor plates. Below, we present the

simulation results in zoomed regions of interest (ROI); see

Fig. 3 for better clarity.

From our preliminary simulation results, RT in the di-

vertor plasma plays a key role in the heat flux load of ITER

components and surface erosion.6 We predicted the damage

due to indirect radiation to the nearby components during

giant ELMs and disruptions on divertor plate using local do-

main simulations. Our simulations show that the radiation

fluxes and heat loads to nearby surfaces depend not only on

the local impact parameters but also on the integrated behav-

ior of the whole SOL plasma and how that depends on the

properties and evolution of the divertor plasma material.

The divertor plasma that develops as a result of disrup-

tions/ELMs is composed mainly of component materials

which greatly increase the contribution of radiation transport

in the total energy balance compared to that of clean DT

plasma.30,31 To determine the difference in performance, we

compared the incident radiation flux on the divertor surface

during a giant ELM for tungsten, carbon, and lithium as

potential divertor materials. The giant ELM energy (10% of

the total) was assumed to be Q ¼ 12:6 MJ, temperature of

escaped core plasma T ¼ 3:5 keV, and the impact duration

s ¼ 0:1 ms. A detailed description of the core-plasma-escap-

ing model and its numerical implementation with initial and

boundary conditions is presented in Ref. 9. The considerable

differences in radiation flux shown in Fig. 4 for the W, C,

and Li divertor plates are striking evidence of the importance

of PFC material choice in tokamak design. The flux distribu-

tion is shown for the time t ¼ 30 ls between locations 7 and

8 (see Fig. 1 for specific point locations). The time-moment

in this figure and below is used due to the sufficiently devel-

oped physical processes and the start of intense overheating

of stainless steel components during a disruption at this time.

It can be seen that the radiation power from tungsten-

developed plasma is very high compared to those of carbon

and lithium. We did not specifically calculate the radiation

flux (assuming hydrogen plasma), but it can be estimated

readily as very low from Fig. 4 by extrapolation of the data

shown. The calculated radiation fluxes confirm not only

increased total radiation energy load from the divertor mate-

rial for the higher-Z materials, but also show differing spatial

divertor plasma evolution for the same incident ELM param-

eters. Core plasma impact energy is distributed among three

different regions: direct particle energy deposition into diver-

tor surface, developed vapor and plasma heating, and radia-

tion of heated plasma to nearby components. Figure 4 shows

that a large portion of the initial plasma impact in the case of

the carbon divertor plate is spent on plasma thermal energy,

i.e., the temperature of the carbon cloud would be much

higher than that of the tungsten cloud.

The radiation flux peak has a certain forward shift with

the material’s atomic number, as shown in Fig. 4, i.e., differ-

ent plasma cloud evolution, location, and plasma shielding

characteristics. Different plasma dynamics have different

plasma densities and temperature distributions, which deter-

mine the maximum fluxes around the radiated plasma cloud.

Figure 5 shows distribution of plasma temperature where

considerably lower temperatures can be seen in the devel-

oped divertor plasma in the tungsten case. According to our

HEIGHTS simulation, the volume and drift velocity of the

hot plasma area is also several times lower in the tungsten di-

vertor than in the carbon case. However, this could have neg-

ative consequences for the final heat load of divertor

components. As noted above and discussed in Ref. 9, the

self-consistent treatment of particle drift in SOL correctly

predicts the energy exchange between the low- and high-

field tokamak sides (i.e., inner and outer divertor plates) and

the resulting additional damage to the low-field divertor plate

in the tungsten case.

Development of the second high-temperature area above

the low-field divertor plate is noticeable in Fig. 5(b), left

side. Individually, plasma temperature does not determine

the final radiation flux profiles, but is coupled with plasma

density and the input energy. Figure 4 shows that the carbon

peak location of the radiation flux is closer to the strike point,

while the temperature distribution indicates the opposite sit-

uation. Previously, we studied the effect of various processes

on plasma evolution in future plasma lithography sources

with regard to the conversion efficiency of these sources for

emission and collection of EUV photon radiation power.32

Opposite to the expectation that radiation power is deter-

mined with the correct plasma density/temperature combina-

tion,33 we found that radiation transport and hydrodynamic

processes coupled with the external input energy play critical

role in determining the final emitted radiation power. The

giant ELM simulations predict lower evolution of plasma

density in the tungsten divertor case with a maximum of

�1016cm�3 at the second-highest temperature area above the
FIG. 4. HEIGHTS predicted radiation (left incline) and particle (right

incline) fluxes on ITER divertor plate surface during giant ELM.
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low-field plate (Fig. 6). However, as we found this level of

high-Z impurities is sufficient for initiation of a high-power

radiation source in the divertor space. The escaping core

plasma particles are the energy source for the generation and

evolution of the divertor shielding plasma and consequently

determine the location and size of the developed radiation

source. Most of the radiated area in the evolving plasma

cloud is the result of three dynamic components: density,

temperature, and input energy.

Figure 7 shows that deposition/absorption of the escaped

core particles energy in the evolving divertor plasma is the

main determining process of radiation emission. The pro-

duced divertor plate plasma has sufficient density in this area

for effective absorption of the incident impact energy and

the subsequent radiation emission from the localized hot

temperature areas.

Comparison of the input energy areas, temperature dis-

tribution, and full area of the calculated radiation fluxes

shown in Fig. 8 illustrates the dynamic formation of the

radiated plasma cloud/blob and the shielding processes.

This can be seen in the tungsten case by the much higher

radiation fluxes and larger exposed areas. In our previous

work,6 we predicted the high values of radiation fluxes on

the divertor’s nearby surfaces, but in this work we show the

effect of various divertor materials on the final thermal

response of the “hidden” dome components in the current

ITER design. Figure 8(b) shows that the open legs of the

umbrella are the highly exposed and high-risk location for

the secondary radiation heat load from the evolving tungsten

divertor plasma, particularly on those cooling tubes made of

stainless steel.29

The upgraded HEIGHTS integrated models can now

calculate the direct (from the escaped core particles) and

indirect (from photon radiation) heat loads and heat conduc-

tion inside all tokamak chamber surfaces due to the AMR

implementation methods.

Figure 9 shows the calculated surface temperature of

ITER umbrella tubes on the low-field side between locations

5 and 6 (see Fig. 1 for point locations) during the ELM and

disruption. The giant ELM (Fig. 9(a)) insignificantly heats

the stainless steel tubes in the case of carbon divertor plates

but up to �900 K in the tungsten case, which may also be ac-

ceptable. The initial temperature of the tubes was assumed to

be 500 K. In contrast to the ELM case, a full disruption on a

FIG. 6. Distribution of plasma density in divertor space during giant ELM: (a) carbon divertor plate and (b) tungsten divertor plate.

FIG. 5. Distribution of plasma temperature in divertor space during giant ELM: (a) carbon divertor plate and (b) tungsten divertor plate.
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tungsten divertor will cause significant heating of the tube

surface and up to the melting and vaporization temperatures

in the first 25 ls (Fig. 9(b)). Melting and vaporization tem-

peratures of stainless steel are marked with dashed lines. As

in our previous study,6 we assumed the full discharge energy

to be QDIS ¼ 126 MJ, disruption duration s ¼ 0:1 ms and

temperature of the escaped core plasma T ¼ 3:5 keV.

In the case of a carbon divertor plate, no significant

overheating of the umbrella tubes is expected during disrup-

tions. Figure 10 shows the dynamics of surface heating in the

FIG. 7. Energy deposition of escaped core particles into the generated divertor plasma cloud during giant ELM in ITER: (a) carbon divertor plate and (b) tung-

sten divertor plate.

FIG. 8. Distribution of radiation fluxes in divertor space during giant ELM: (a) carbon divertor plate and (b) tungsten divertor plate.

FIG. 9. Temperature distribution of dome leg surface during (a) giant ELM and (b) disruption.
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most irradiated section of the umbrella tubes placed at dis-

tance of �32 cm between the 5 and 6 locations (Fig. 9). The

surface temperature increases up to the maximum value in

the first 10 ls of the disruption, while in a giant ELM it

reaches a much lower temperature peak over a longer time

because of the lower radiation power. The maximum temper-

ature and location in the tungsten case is due to the small hot

size of the radiated plasma cloud relative to that of the car-

bon plasma. The maximum temperature corresponds to the

location of the drifted divertor plasma closely to the moni-

tored surface. The subsequent decrease in temperature is

related to the umbrella shielding, which is not as effective

for the initially larger carbon plasma cloud.

The relevant SOL plasma parameters summarized in

Table I confirm the complex self-consistent behavior of the

escaped core plasma-divertor surface interaction during

ELMs and disruptions. Starting from the initial values of

QIMP and QDIS, we calculated the energy distributions during

a giant ELM and disruption. The ImpEnPlas is the part of

the escaped plasma energy deposited into the edge plasma.

Comparison shows that carbon plasma is a better energy

absorber of the impact energy: �75% of ELM energy and

�94% of disruption energy is absorbed, compared to �60%

and �89%, respectively, in the tungsten case. We calculated

the percentage from the initial impact energies QELM and

QDIS. In both the C and W cases, energy absorption is more

efficient during the disruption than can be explained by the

stronger shielding effect. The escaped core plasma particles

erode the divertor surface and form a plasma cloud from the

material vapor, i.e., core plasma influences the generation of

divertor plasma. In our previous study,9 we assumed the op-

posite process in which generation of the divertor plasma

influences the core-plasma-escaping process. Redistribution

of the absorbed impact energy between the low- and high-

field divertor plates (inner and outer plates) ImpEnDiv_L and

ImpEnDiv_H confirms this assumption. During the ELM in

both C and W cases, absorbed energy in the low-field side

plate is higher than in the high-field side plate. During the

disruption however, we conclude that there is opposite

behavior. The high-field side plate is loaded higher than can

be explained by the back-influence of the MHD processes in

the divertor plasma cloud on the escaping of core plasma

particles. Using carbon as the divertor plate material pro-

vides better protection of the divertor surface because the

generated carbon plasma cloud absorbs and holds much of

the core impact energy. However, this additional energy

increases mainly the temperature of plasma cloud, while in

the tungsten case it is used for additional ionization. As

noted in the table, RadEn is the energy emitted from the

entire SOL edge plasma during the ELM or disruption. In

the carbon case during ELM, the divertor plasma reradiates

�3.7% of initial energy vs. �45.5% in the tungsten case.

The difference in divertor plasma reradiation between C and

W increases with impact energy. For disruption, the reradi-

ated energy reaches a higher value, i.e., �70% for the tung-

sten plates. However, a comparison of the radiation energies

absorbed in the divertor plates during disruption (see

RadEnDiv_L and RadEnDiv_H in Table I) shows less differ-

ence between the carbon and tungsten plates. This is a typi-

cal result of the divertor plate damage previously shown by

the localized simulation.6,11 Expansion of the simulation to

include the entire SOL area shows fine details of the reradi-

ated energy and spatial profile. In the W case, most of the

radiation energy will be redistributed to nearby divertor com-

ponents. The summary of the divertor plate evaporated mass

(EvapMassDiv_L, EvapMassDiv_H) and total evaporated

mass in SOL (EvapMassTot) is good confirmation of these

predictions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed multidimensional comprehensive

models for extensive and integrated simulation of the

evolved divertor/edge plasma during plasma instabilities and

its self-consistent evolution in the entire SOL area with pre-

diction of heat loads and erosion profiles on all nearby com-

ponent surfaces. An important part of the upgraded

HEIGHTS integrated package, i.e., radiation spectra with

FIG. 10. Dynamics of SS tube radiation heating during ELM and disruption.

TABLE I. Summarized domain plasma parameters integrated by ELM and

disruption time.a

Parameter (unit)

Giant ELM, Q¼ 12.6 MJ Disruption, Q¼ 126 MJ

C W C W

ImpEnPlas (MJ) 9.42 7.52 118.5 112.3

ImpEnDiv_L (MJ) 0.87 1.19 0.6 0.78

ImpEnDiv_H (MJ) 0.41 0.82 0.74 1.08

RadEn (MJ) 0.46 5.74 3.5 88.77

RadEnDiv_L (MJ) 0.08 0.78 0.66 3.0

RadEnDiv_H (MJ) 0.005 0.32 0.14 3.9

EvapMassDiv_L (g) 0.91 0.48 2.33 1.17

EvapMassDiv_H (g) 0.43 0.2 1.16 0.96

EvapMassTot (g) 1.51 12.2 2.72 199.4b

aImpEnPlas, ImpEnDiv_L and ImpEnDiv_H is energy deposited into the

SOL plasma, the low-, and high-field divertor plates, correspondingly;

RadEn is total radiation energy derived from plasma; RadEnDiv_L and

RadEnDiv_L are radiation energy deposited into the low- and high-field di-

vertor plates; EvapMassDiv_L and EvapMassDiv_H are mass evaporated

from the low- and high-field divertor plates; and EvapMassTot is total

evaporated mass of all tokamak surfaces.
bIncluding vaporized SS components.
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fine details and transport, is developed and presented. Based

on weighted Monte Carlo algorithms, the developed radia-

tion transport module allows full 3D simulations of radiation

fluxes in the entire SOL area with detailed analysis of diver-

tor spatial configuration (for regions of interest). Coupled

with the earlier developed kinetic models of the escaping

core plasma,9 the radiation transport model was used for sim-

ulation of giant ELM and disruption in the current design of

the ITER device.29 Detailed surface thermal response due to

radiation from the evolved divertor plasma was extensively

modeled and analyzed. Calculation results are found to be in

agreement with previous studies6 regarding the significant

increase of radiation flux and damage to divertor nearby

components during disruptions. For the same core plasma

impact energy, radiation flux increases with the atomic num-

ber of the divertor material. Detailed radiation spectra and

comparison of the emitted radiation fluxes of carbon and

tungsten as divertor plate materials are calculated and ana-

lyzed. During a disruption on the tungsten divertor plate, sig-

nificant damage was predicted to the open stainless steel

tubes of the dome structure in the current ITER design.
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